Forex Hacked Settings Guide

Please Note: The default settings Forex Hacked comes with are highly optimized and are being run on most of the accounts you see on our website/MT4stats. If you choose to experiment with new settings, please forward test them on a demo account first for at least 10 trading days before making any decisions about going to real money.

Here are the settings you will see in the inputs tab of Forex Hacked

So let’s go over what these settings do exactly and how changing them will affect things.
User - You MUST enter your forexhacked.com username you chose when you signed up. If you don't remember it, check your e-mail from forexhacked. You will need to input your username here for every chart you attach Forex Hacked to.

Lots - Starting lot size. This is the smallest trade size that will be opened, and the sizes will be incremented from there by the booster. So remember to as low as possible.

TakeProfit - The amount of pips to close trades at. By default 45 has shown to be the best performing number.

Booster - The booster is used to multiply the lot size when the EA is ready to open a strong trade or multiply trades. A good range for this setting is 1.2 to 1.5. Anything exceeding 1.5 is starting to get risky unless you are running a small starting Lot size on a big account.

PipStarter - This is the amount of Pips for an open trade to move before the EA will open another. By default 31 is the best optimized setting that we have found. Changing this can greatly increase or decrease the frequency of new trades, as well as have unpredictable affects on performance.

MaxTradesPerChart - The maximum number of trades Forex Hacked can have open for each currency pair.

StartHour - The starting hour of each day you want Forex Hacked to start trading. By default, Forex Hacked is set to trade 24 hours of the day.

StopHour - The hour of each day you want Forex Hacked to stop trading.

StartingTradeDay - The day of each week you want to start trading. 0 = Sunday, 6 = Saturday. By default it will trade from Sunday to Friday.

EndingTradeDay - The day of each week to stop trading. Some people don't like opening trades on Friday's, so if you set this to 4, Forex Hacked will stop trading on Thursday.

Slippage - The amount of pips the price is allowed to slip from the original signal Forex Hacked wanted to trade, to the amount the price has slipped to when the trade can actually be opened. By default 3 the best option.

SupportECN - If your on an ECN broker type, you will need to have this set to TRUE. If your not on an ECN broker, you can leave this as TRUE but you may experience faster trade execution if you set it to FALSE.